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Dr. Meyl Scalar Wave Kit and Transporter - Scalar Wave Healing
Konstantin Meyl Scalar wave transponder - The Eye
Scalar Waves Meyl
Instead of the normally used Maxwell equation, Prof. Meyl chooses Faradays law of induction, as a hypothetical factor and proves that the electric vortex is a part thereof. This potential vortex propagates scalar-like through space and is a longitudinal electric wave whose properties have already
been established a century ago by Nicola Tesla.
Meyl - Scalarwave-Technology - The international website ...
Dr. Konstantin Meyl ﬁrst developed the experimental kit based on Tesla’s original patent. His goal was to allow anyone who is interested in scalar
waves to duplicate Teslar’s original wireless magnifying power transmission experiment in a lab setting. The kit has since been evolved into a series
of four products that can be used by […]
Dr. Meyl Scalar Wave Kit and Transporter - Scalar Wave Healing
Dr. Meyl described how ﬁeld vortices form scalar waves. He described how electromagnetic waves (transverse waves) and scalar waves (longitudinal
waves) both should be represented in wave equations. For comparison, transverse EM waves are best used for broadcast transmissions like television,
while longitudinal scalar waves are better for one-to-one communication systems like cell phones.
Meyl - Scalarwave-Technology - The international website ...
Konstantin Meyl compares superluminal scalar waves to the neutrino, which it is also thought travels faster than light. Neutrinos bombard the Earth in
all directions, but the majority of them arrive from the central star of our solar system.
Nickola Tesla’s Scalar Waves - what are Scalar Waves ...
The scalar wave theory proposed by Prof.K. Meyl indicates that the torsion ﬁeld is the nature of scalar wave. This work attempts to detect the torsion
ﬁeld nature of scalar wave generatedby the dual Tesla coil system, using the torsion balance consistingof a wooden frame.
Konstantin MEYL : Scalar / Torsion Physics -- Articles ...
<iii>: K. Meyl: Scalar Waves: From an extended vortex and ﬁeld theory to a technical, biological and historical use of longitudinal waves. Edition belonging to the seminar (part 1-3) "Electromagnetic Environmental compatibility". INDEL publishing house department 1st edition (2003), 654 pages
ISBN 3-9802 542-4-0
Prof. Dr-lng. Konstantin Meyl
2. electric scalar waves (Nikola Tesla), only known by secret services and enlightened people, even called Tesla waves, and 3. magnetic scalar wave
(Konstantin Meyl), unknown Meyl ﬁgured out, that the magnetic scalar wave is biological relevant, not the electromagnetic wave.
Scalar Waves Kill Cancer Cells by Prof. Konstantin Meyl
The scalar wave theory proposed by Prof.K.Meyl indicates that the torsion ﬁeld is the nature of scalar wave. This work attempts to detect the torsion
ﬁeld nature of scalar wave generated by the ...
(PDF) Scalar Waves: Theory and Experiments 1
Konstantin Meyl Scalar wave transponder Field-physical basis for electrically coupled bi-directional far range transponder. With the current RFID -Technology the transfer of energy takes place on a chip card by means of longitudinal wave components in close range of the transmitting antenna.
Konstantin Meyl Scalar wave transponder - The Eye
reproduced, among other things, the existence of scalar waves and over unity - eﬀect. For the time being, the eﬀects described by Professor Meyl
could be reproduced at the IGF. However close investigation of the arrangement, especially the analysis of the interference

Experiments to proof the evidence of scalar waves
According to Meyl regular tranversal wave EM emmiter may ﬁrst emmit scalar waves at the antenna source and thi smight be detected in the “near
ﬁeld” as “noise.” The noise may be a product of the scalar vortices decaying and unfurling into transversal waves in the far ﬁeld.
Scalar Waves: What might they Be? Are they in our ...
Scalar Wave transmission devices from Prof. Dr. Ing K. Meyl. Scalar wave transmission devices are open resonant circuits based on following scheme:
All devices have a transmitter, and one or various receivers R1, R2, R3, etc,..
Scalar Wave transmission devices from Prof. Dr. Ing K. Meyl
Scalar wave energy is everywhere if we know how to connect with it. In Tesla’s wireless transfer experiment, the transmitter and receiver are 180-deg
out of phase. In Dr. Meyl’s replication , he pointed out that human body can act as the second receiver during medical treatment process.
Scalar Wave Healing
Dr. Konstantin Meyl describes his attendance of the joint TeslaTech/NPA event and presentations that he’s delivering at both events on his work in
scalar electromagnetic ﬁeld interactions. Meyl is well known for his research into scalar wave theory, and describes his current research as well as the
highly publicized scalar wave kit that has been sold worldwide as a learning tool for ...
Konstantin Meyl on Scalar Waves - American Antigravity
Dr. Meyl described how ﬁeld vortices form scalar waves. He described how electromagnetic waves (transverse waves) and scalar waves (longitudinal
waves) both should be represented in wave equations. For comparison, transverse EM waves are best used for broadcast transmissions like television,
while longitudinal scalar waves are better for one-to-one communication systems like cell phones.
Neutrinopower and the existance of scalar waves - K. Meyl
Scalar Waves: Theory and Experiments1 KONSTANTINMEYL Transferzentrum der Steinbeis-Stiftung, Leopoldstrasse 1, D-78112 St. Georgen/Schwarzwald, Germany e-mail: meyl@k-meyl.de (TRANSLATION BY BENJANSEN) Abstract—It will be shown that scalar waves, which normally remain unno-ticed, are very interesting in terms of their practical use for ...
Scalar Waves: Theory and Experiments
Konstantin Meyl Scalar waves From an extended vortex and ﬁeld theory to a technical, biological and historical use ... This is a ﬂaw of the ﬁeld theory,
since scalar waves exist for all particle waves, like e.g. as plasma wave, as photon- or neutrino radiation.
Konstantin Meyl Scalar waves - -hotel Dachau UsA
Fig 21.12, 22.7, 21.6, 22, freq diagram, extracted from K.Meyl bibliography. Electrical scalar waves are longitudinal waves , this is, waves that propagate in the direction of electric ﬁeld vector. As a counterpart, there are electromagnetic waves, that are transverse, this is, the direction of wave ...
BioScalar. Scalar waves
1. Scalar Fields, Scalar Waves, Scalar Energy, & Zero Point Energy . We are all familiar with the common forms of energy like light, heat, sound, and
electricity. These types of energy have both particle and wavelike properties, and they can be measured in terms of amplitude and frequency.
Konstantin Meyl compares superluminal scalar waves to the neutrino, which it is also thought travels faster than light. Neutrinos bombard the Earth in
all directions, but the majority of them arrive from the central star of our solar system.
Scalar Waves: What might they Be? Are they in our ...
Dr. Konstantin Meyl ﬁrst developed the experimental kit based on Tesla’s original patent. His goal was to allow anyone who is interested in scalar
waves to duplicate Teslar’s original wireless magnifying power transmission experiment in a lab setting. The kit has since been evolved into a series
of four products that can be used by […]
Scalar Waves Meyl
The scalar wave theory proposed by Prof.K. Meyl indicates that the torsion ﬁeld is the nature of scalar wave. This work attempts to detect the torsion
ﬁeld nature of scalar wave generatedby the dual Tesla coil system, using the torsion balance consistingof a wooden frame.
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waves) both should be represented in wave equations. For comparison, transverse EM waves are best used for broadcast transmissions like television,
while longitudinal scalar waves are better for one-to-one communication systems like cell phones.
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Instead of the normally used Maxwell equation, Prof. Meyl chooses Faradays law of induction, as a hypothetical factor and proves that the electric vortex is a part thereof. This potential vortex propagates scalar-like through space and is a longitudinal electric wave whose properties have already
been established a century ago by Nicola Tesla.
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Konstantin Meyl Scalar wave transponder Field-physical basis for electrically coupled bi-directional far range transponder. With the current RFID -Technology the transfer of energy takes place on a chip card by means of longitudinal wave components in close range of the transmitting antenna.
Dr. Konstantin Meyl describes his attendance of the joint TeslaTech/NPA event and presentations that he’s delivering at both events on his work in
scalar electromagnetic ﬁeld interactions. Meyl is well known for his research into scalar wave theory, and describes his current research as well as the
highly publicized scalar wave kit that has been sold worldwide as a learning tool for ...
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